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ESTJ

General Strengths: estJs work hard to get results, promoting action through efficient 

procedures and structures. they focus on facts and reality while at the same time drawing on 

past experience and traditions to avoid mistakes.

value to the PLC How to Show ESTJs Their value as PLC Members

Focusing on high standards and data to meet goals

Organizing the work environment and procedures for 
efficiency and results

Dealing with emotions by evaluating them in terms of 
solving the problem at hand

anticipating problems, spotting flaws, and planning to 
correct them in advance 

acknowledge their logical suggestions for how to 
proceed

Recognize that their drive for structure also means they 
are willing to take responsibility

Work with them to clarify goals, timelines, 
expectations, and roles

note that their plans and schedules often allow teams 
to have fun along the way

Approach to Data Approach to Accountability

need objective, proven data sources

Work to find efficient ways to use data and stick to 
them

Desire partnering to frame new data questions and 
ways to probe more deeply

search for new data when workable decisions are not 
feasible with existing data

appreciate the structure and uniformity of standards 
and data-driven decisions 

Want clear expectations and goals for all students

Focus on any process that accurately assesses whether 
students have learned

Value recognition (both positive and negative) of adult 
and student progress

Pragmatic PLC Activity Preferences Communication Style

setting clear goals and the path to reach them

learning from real classrooms through modeling, 
observation, or film clips

action research—choosing a strategy, evaluating 
results, and improving it

efficiency in readings, discussion, data analysis, and so 
on

Prefer direct, realistic, matter-of-fact, efficient 
communication

Focus on how to improve results

Prefer detailed instructions to reduce chances for error 
or implementation difficulties

seek clarity and accuracy via a businesslike approach

What Causes Distress or Discouragement Strategies for Relieving Stress

Failing to bring the desired results despite executing an 
excellent plan 

having the incompetence of others reflect on their 
performance

engage in physical activities, perhaps with a social 
component

search for a solution that may prevent the stressful 
situation from recurring

An ESTJ might say: “i’m driven to get things done. i don’t always have to be in charge, but i 

want to make sure our efforts produce results. endless processing of new ideas, with no progress 

on a plan, shuts me down. i’ll listen, organize, and reframe group input into a logical framework 

if we agree on a time frame for making a choice and moving to action.”




